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Dear Friends and Guests, 
Good evening and welcome to Symphony Hall. 
The Boston University School for the Arts is pleased to present the 
Boston University Symphony Orchestra and the Men of the Sympho ·r;,, ... 
Chorus in this performance with distinguished artists Yevg -- · 
Yevtushenko, Anthony di Bonaventura, and Sanford Sylvan. 
On behalf of the School for the Arts, we would like to extend sincere 
thanks to you and to our corporate sponsor, Fidelity Investments, for 
supporting this unique performance opportunity for our talented 
young artists. 
We hope you enjoy the evening. 
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Walt Meissner 
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TEXTS AND TRANS LA TIO NS 
1. Ba6uuJlp 
Ha.z:1 Ea6b11M HpoM naMHTHl1KOB HeT. 
Kpyroii o6pbIB, KaK rpy6oe Ha,1J.rpo6be. 
MHe cTpaurno. 
MHe ceroAWJ CTOJil>KO JieT, 
I<aK caMOMY espeiiCKOMY uapoey. 
Mue Ka)KeTcn ceii,mc -
H HyAeii. 
BoT .fl 6peey no ApeBHeMy Ernmy. 
A BOT .fl, Ha KpeCTe pacnHTbIH, rn6tty, 
11 AO CHX nop Ha MHe - CJieAbl rB03AeH. 
MHe Ka)KeTC.fl, 'ITO )lpeH<jlyc -
:non. 
Mell.laHCTBO -
MOH AOHOC'iHK Ii CYAl>ll. 
H 3a pe!lleTKOH. 
R nona.n 11 KOJI1>L10. 
3aTµaMeHH 1>Iii, 
OllJieBaHHl>IH, 
oOOJiraHHl>Iii. 
H AaMO'iKH c 6p10cce.n1>CKHMH o6opKaMH, 
BH3)Ka, 30HTaMH TbI'iyr MHe B JIH!.\O. 
MHe Ka)KeTCH -
.fl MaJib'iHK n Ee.nocroKe. 
KpoBb Jiberc.fl, paCTeKaRCb no noJiaM. 
Eec'iHHCTBJiOT BOl!WI TµaKIBpHOH CTOHKH 
H naxHyr BOAKOH c JIYKOM nonoJiaM. 
R, canoroM or6po!lleHH1>1H, 
6eccHJieH. 
HanpacHo .fl norpOMll\HKOB MOJIIO. 
CTOAfOfOT: 
«BeH lKH,l:\OB, cnacaH Poccmo! » 
Jia6a3HHK H36HBaeT MaTI> MOIO. 
0, pyccKHH MOH HapoA! 
R 3HaIO -
Tb! 
no CYll\HOCTH HHrepHaQHOHaJieH. 
Ho qacro re, 'il>H pyKH He 'iHCT1>1, 
TBOHM 'iHCTeH!llHM HMeHeM 6pnL1aJil1. 
R 3Ha!O A06pory MOeH 3eMJIH. 
KaK TIOJJ.JJO, 
'!TO, 11 lKHJIO'iKOH He ApomyB, 
aHTHCeMHTbl IlbllllHO Hapeiurn 
ce6n «COI030M pyccKoro HapoAa»! 
MHe Ka)Kercn -
n - :no AHtta <l>paHK, 
npo3paqHan, 
KaK neTo<ma B anpeJie. 
H JI mo6mo. 
H MHe He Ha,IJ.0 <jlpa3. 
1. Babi Yar 
No monument stands over Babi Yar. 
A drop sheer as a crude gravestone. 
I am afraid . 
Today I am as old in years 
as all the Jewish people. 
Now '[ seem to be 
[ a Jew. 
Here i plod through ancient Egypt. 
Here I perish crucified, on the cross, 
and to this day I bear the scars of nails. 
I seem to be 
Dreyfus. 
The Philistine 
is both informer and judge. 
I am behind bars. 
Beset on every side. 
Hounded, 
spat on, 
slandered . 
Squealing, dainty ladies in flounced Brus.sels lace 
stick their parasols into my face. 
I seem to be then 
a young boy in Byelostok. 
Blood runs, spilling over the floors . 
The bar-room rabble-rousers 
give off a stench of vodka and onion. 
A boot kicks me aside, 
helpless. 
In vain I plead with these pogrom bullies. 
While they jeer and shout, 
"Beat the Yids. Save Russia!" 
some grain-marketeer beats up my mother. 
0 my Russian people! 
I know 
are international to the core. 
But those with unclean hands 
you 
have often made a jingle of your purest name. 
I know the goodness of my land. 
How vile these anti-Semites -
without a qualm 
they pompously called themselves 
the Union of the Russian People! 
I seem to be 
Anne Frank 
transparent 
as a branch in April. 
And I love. 
And have no need of phrases. 
MHeHaJJ,o, 
trrOO iq>yr B Apyra Mb! CMOTpeJIH. 
KaK Mallo MOll<HO BHJJ,eTb, 
060Hl!Tb! 
HeJib311 HUM JIHCTbeD 
H HeJlb311 HaM He6a. 
Ho MOlKHO 04eHb MHOrO -
3TO HelKHO 
JJ,pyr Apyra D TeMHOH KOMHaTe o6HllTb. 
C10,1J,a H.nyr? 
He 6oiic11 - 3TO rynb1 
caMOH BeCHbl -
OHa CIO/J,a H/J,eT. 
11/J,H KO MHe. 
,llaii MHe CKOpee ry6bl. 
JlOMaIOT /J,Depb? 
HeT - 3TO 11e,1J,oxo,1J, ... 
bHM RpoM 111e11eCT AHKHX TpaB . 
.L(epi;;u II CMOTpllT rp03HO, 
no-cy.neiicKH. 
Bee MOJI4a 3.necb KpH4HT, 
H, 111anKY CHllB, 
II 4YDCTDYIO, 
KaK Me/J,JleHHO ce.ne10. 
11caM11, 
KaK CilJIOIUHOH 6e33BY4HbIH KpHK, 
HaJJ, Tb!Cll4aMH Tb!CR"I norpe6eHHblX. 
R-
I<alK.!l;bl 3/J,eCb pacCTpellRHHblH 
CTapHK. 
R-
Kall<.nbl 3.D;eCb pacCTpellRHHblH 
pe6eHOK. 
HH"ITO BO MHe 
npo 3TO He 3a6y.neT! 
« 11HTepHlll.\HOHaJI» 
nyCTb nporpeMHT, 
KOrJJ,a HaBeKH noxopoHeH 6y.neT 
IlOCJieAHHH Ha 3eMJle aHTHCeMHT. 
EnpeHCl<OH KpODH HeT B KpOBH MOeH. 
Ho HeHanHcTeH 3JI06oii 3acKopy3noil 
II nceM aHTHCCMHTaM, 
KaKeapeii. 
11 IlOTOMy-
R HaCTOlll!.\HH pycCKHH ! 
My need 
is that we gaze into each other. 
How little we can see 
or smell! 
We are denied the leaves, 
we are denied the sky. 
Yet we can do so much-
tenderly 
embrace each other in a darkened room. 
111ey're coming here? 
Be not afraid. Those are the booming 
sounds of spring: 
spring is coming here. 
Come then to me. 
Quick, give me your lips. 
Are they smashing down the door? 
No, it's the ic:e breaking ... 
The wild grasses rustle over Babi Yar. 
The trees look ominous, 
like judges. 
Here aU things scream silently, 
and, bearing my head, 
slowly I feel myself 
turning gray. 
And I myself 
am one massive, sow1d.less scream 
above the thousand thousand buried here. 
I am 
each old man 
here shot dead. 
I am 
every child 
here shot dead . 
Nothing in me 
shall ever forget! 
The "Internationale," let it 
thunder 
when the last anti-Semite on earth 
is buried forever . 
In my blood there is no Jewish blood. 
In their callous rage, all anti-Semites 
must hate me now 
as a Jew. 
For that reason 
I am a true Russian! 
2. IO~mp 
UapH, 
KOpOJJH, 
HMnepaTOpb1, 
nnacTHTCJm nceli 3CMJJH, 
KOMaHAOBaJJH napa.uaMH, 
HO IOMOpOM -
He MOrJJH. 
B LIBOpQbl HMeHHTblX oco6, 
nee LIHH B03JJe)!(aIQHX BblXOJJeHHO, 
11nn11nc11 6po.ll)lra - 93on, 
H HHIQHMH OHH BblrJJ!IL\eJJH. 
B AOMax, 
rAe xaHma HaCJJeAHJJ 
CBOHMH HoraMH IQYTIJ!blMH, 
BCIO nolllJJOCTb 
XoAma HacpeAAHH 
ClllHOaJJ, 
KaK lllaxMaTbI, 
lllYfKaMH! 
XoTeJJH 
IOMOp 
I<ynHTb -
Aa TOJ!bKO ero He KynHlllb! 
XoTeJJH 
IOMOp 
YOHTb, 
a IOMOp 
noKa3bIBaJJ 
K)'KH!ll! 
EopOTbCll c HHM -
LIMO TPYLIHOe. 
Ka3HHJ!H ero 6e3 KOHQa. 
Ero ronona oTpy6neHHM 
Topt1ana Ha n11Ke crpCJJhQa. 
Ho Jllilllb CKOMOpOlllbH J:\YL\O'IKH 
CBOH HatJHHaJJH CKa3, 
OH 3BOHKO KpH'laJJ: 
«JI TyrO'IKH! » -
H JI HXO nycKaJJC!I B nJJJIC. 
B noTpenaHHOM 1cy1..1eM nanbTH!llKe, 
n0Hyp11cb 
11 npoAe Ka11ch, 
npecrynHHKOM nOJJHTH'leCKHM 
OH, 
nOHMaHHblH, 
llleJJ Ha Ka3Hb. 
BceM BHL\OM noKopHOCTb BhIKa3hman, 
rOTOB K He3eMHOMY )!(HTblO, 
KaK BApyr 
H3 naJJbTHlllKa 
BbICKaJJ b3 bIBaJI , 
p y KOIO Maxan 
H -TIO·TIO! 
npHTaJJH 
B KaMepbl, 
HO t1epTa c ABa YAaJJOCb. 
2. Humor 
Tsars, 
Kings, 
Emperors, 
sovereigns of all the earth, 
have commanded many a parade, 
but they could not command 
humor. 
When Aesop, the tramp, came visiting 
the palaces of eminent personages 
ensconced in sleek comfort all day, 
they struck him as paupers. 
In houses, 
where hypocrites have 
left the smear of their puny feet, 
there Hodja Nasr-ed-Din, 
with his jests, 
swept dean 
all meanness 
like a board of d1essrr.: 
They tried 
to commission 
humor-
but humor is not to be bought! 
They tried 
to murder 
humor, 
but humor 
thumbed 
his nose at them! 
It's hard 
to fight humor. 
They executed him time and again. 
His hacked-off head 
was stuck on the point of a pike. 
But as soon as the mummers' pipes 
began their quipping tale, 
humor defiantly cried: 
'Tm back, I'm here! ", 
and starteg. to foot a dance. 
In an overcoat, shabby and short, 
with eyes cast down 
and a mask of repentance, 
he, 
a political criminal, 
now w 1der arrest, 
I walked to his execution. He apf eared to submit to it in every way, 
accepting the life-beyond, 
but of a sudden 
he wriggled out 
and, waving his hand, 
did a bolt. 
Humor 
was shoved 
into cells, 
but much good that did. 
of his coat, 
PerueTKH H CTCHbl KaMCHHblC 
OH npOXOAHJI HaCK803b. 
0TK3lUJIJl8lUHCb npOCT)'ll<CHHO, 
KaK pnAonoii 6oe1.1, 
ruaran OH 
'!aCT)'lUKOH-npocT)'lUKOH 
c BHHTOBKOH Ha 3HMHHH ABOpe1.1. 
npHBblK OH KO n3rJIJlAaM C)'Mpa'IHblM, 
HO 3TO eM)' He npeAHT, 
H caM na ce6n 
C IOMOpOM 
IOMOp nopoii rJillAHT. 
OH BC'ICH. 
On, nonoK H IOpoK, 
npOHAeT '!epe3 nee, 
'1epe3 neex. 
HTaK-
Aa CJiaBHTell IOMOp. 
OH-
lKeerneHHb!H 'leJIOneK. 
3, B Maraauue 
Kro n nnaTKe, a KTO n nnaTO'IKe, 
KaK Ha nOABHr, KaK Ha TPYA, 
n Mara3HH nOOAHHOeKe 
MOJI'la lKeHll.\HHbl HAYT. 
0 6HAOHOn HX 6p111.1aHbe, 
380H 6YTblJIOK H KaerpIOJib! 
naxHeT JIYKOM, oryp1.1aMH, 
naxHeT eoyeoM «Ka6yJib». 
3n6ny, AOJiro n Kacey CTOJl, 
f!.O nOKYAa AnH>«yeb K HeH, 
OT AbIXaHbll lKeHll.\HM CTOJ!bKHX 
n Mara3HHe nee ren;1eii. 
0HH THXO nOAlKHAaIOT -
6orn A06pb1e eeMbH, 
H B PYKaX OHH elKHMa!OT 
AeHbrH TPYAHb!C eBOH. 
8ro lKeHll.\HHbI PoeeHH. 
8TO Hawa 'ICCTb H CYA· 
11 6eTOH OHH MCeHJIH, 
H naxaJIH, H KOeHJIH .. . 
Bee OHH nepeHoeHJIH, 
nee OHH nepeHeeyr. 
Bee Ha eneTe HM noeHJibHO, -
CTOJ!bKO CHJ!bl HM AaHO. 
·~ '(( o6e'!HTbIBaTb noCTblAHO. 
_; · inHnaTb rpelUHO. 
11 : :.l\d~MaH neJibMeHH eynyn, 
ll CMOTp!O CMylJ..\eH H THX, 
Ha yeTaJib!e OT eyMOK 
PYKH npaneAHbie HX. 
Humor went straight through 
prison bars and walls of stone. 
Coughing from the lungs 
like any man in the ranks, 
he marched 
singing a popular ditty, 
rifle in hand upon the Winter Palace. 
He's accustomed to frowning looks, 
but they do him no harm; 
and humor at times 
with humor 
glances at himself. 
He's everpresent. 
Nimble and quick, 
he'll slip through anything, 
through everyone. 
So-
glory be to humor. 
He-
is a valiant man. 
3. In the store 
Some in shawls, some in kerchiefs· 
as if to a heroic feat or labor 
into the store one by one 
women silently enter. 
0, clanking of the cans, 
the clanging of the bottles and saucepans. 
The smell of onions and cucumbers, 
the smell of the "Kabul" sauce. 
I shiver queueing for the cashier 
but as I keep moving closer 
from the breathing of so many women 
it gets warmer in the store. 
They wait silently, 
the family 's kind gods, 
as they clutch in their hands 
the hard-earned money. 
These are women of Russia, 
they are our honor and our conscience. 
They have mixed concrete 
and plowed and reaped. 
They have endured everything, 
They will endure everything. 
Everything on earth is possible for them, 
they have been given so much strength. 
It is shameful to short-change them. 
It is shameful to short-weigh them. 
And, shoving dumplings into my pocket, 
I look, solemn and quiet, · 
at their weary from shopping 
saintly hands. 
4.CTpllXH 
Y~rnpa10T n Pocc1rn crpax11, 
CJIOIJHO np113paKl1 npelKHHX JleT, 
JI11lllb Ha nanepTH, KaK crapyirn, 
KOe-rAe ell\e npocHT Ha XJ1e6. 
JI 11X noMHIO !JO IJJiaCT11 11 CHJie 
npH ABOpe TOplKeCTBYJOll.\eH Jl)l(H. 
CTpaxH BC!Oey, KaK TeHH, CKOJ!b3HJIH, 
npOHHKaJil1 !JO nee 3TalKH. 
f10THXOHbKY JIIOAeH npHpy<!MH 
11 Ha nee Hanara;rn ne<rnTb: 
r[\e MOJll!aTb 6b! - KpH'!aTb np11y<1aJIH, 
11 MOJI'laTb - me 6bl HMO KpH'laTb. 
9TO CTaJIO cerOAHH AMeKHM. 
,[J:alKe crpaHHO H BCnOMHHTb Tenepb 
TaHHb!H CTpax nepeA 'lbHM-TO AOHOCOM, 
TaHHb!H CTpax nepeA CTyKOM B ABepb. 
Hy, a eTpax rosopHTb e HHOCTpaH!_\eM? 
c HHOCTpaHI_\eM-TO '!TO, a c lKeHoii? 
Hy, a crpax 6ecnpeAeJJbHhlH - ocraTbCH 
noCJle Mapweii BABOeM e THUJHHOH? 
He 6oHJIHCb Mb! CTpOHTb B Me'feJIH, 
yxoAHTb nOA CHapJJAaMH B 6oii, 
HO 60JIJIHCb nopo!O CMepTeJJbHO 
pa3rosap11BaTb caMH c co6oii. 
Hae He c6HJIH H He paCTJIHJIH; 
11 HeAapoM ceiiqac so sparax 
no6eAHBUJaJJ crpaxH POCCHJI 
ell\e 6oJibUJHH po)l(AaeT crpax! 
JI XO'ly, 'IT06 JIIOAbMH OBJI3[\eJIH 
crpax Koro-To eyAHTb 6e3 eyAa, 
CTpax HenpaBJJ,OH YHH3HTb HAeH, 
CTpax HenpaB[\OH B03BbieHTb ce6JJ, 
CTpax K APYrHM ocrasaTbCJJ 6eeeTpaernbIM, 
eCJIH KTO-TO 13 6ene H TOCKe, 
crpax OT'laJIHHblH 6bITb He 6eccrpaUJHblM 
Ha XOJICTe H qepTelKHOH nocKe. 
VI I<OrAa JI n11wy 3TH crpoKH 
H nopo10 HenoJibHO enemy, 
TO nHwy HX B e[\HHCTBeHHOM crpaxe, 
'!TO He B nOJitty!O CHJIY n11wy .. . 
4. Fears 
Fears a re dying out in Russia 
like thf ghosts of bygone years, 
and on 1y like old women, here and there, 
they stil \ beg for alms on the steps of a church. 
But I remember them in their strength and power 
at the court of triumphing falsehood . 
Like shadows, fears crept in everywhere, 
and penetrated to every floor. 
Gradually, they made people subservient, 
and set their seal upon all things: 
they taught us to shout when we should have kept sila1t, 
and to shut our mouths when we had need to shout. 
Today all this has become remote. 
It's strange even to recall nowadays 
the secret fear of being denounced, 
the secret fear of a knock at the door. I 
\ 
And what of the fear of speaking to a foreigner? 
Aforeignei'sone~butwhatofSf€0kirgtoone'swife? 
And what of the boundless fear of remaining 
alonewithsilenreafterthebrassOOndshavestopped? 
We were not afraid of building in the blizzard, 
or of going into battle while shells exploded, 
but at times we were mortally afraid 
of even talking to ourselves. 
We were not corrupted or led astray; 
and Russia, having conquered her fears, 
gives rise - not without reason - to even 
greater fear among her enemies! 
I wish that.nien were possessed of the fear 
of condemning a man without proper trial, 
the fear of debasing ideas by means on untruth, 
the fear of exalting oneself by means of tmtruth, 
the fear of remaining indifferent to others, 
when someone is in trouble or depressed, 
the desperate fear of not being fearless 
when paining on a canvas or drafting a sketd1. 
And as I write these lines -
and I am in too great a haste at times -
I have only one fear when writing them -
the fear of not writing with all my powe 
5. I<:apbepa 
TnepJlHJIH naCThlpH, '!TO npeJleH 
H Hepa3yMeH ra1rn11eit 
Ho, KaK noKa3hmaeT npe~rn, 
!ITO Hepa3MyHeH - TOT YMHeH . 
Y'leHh!H - cnepcTHHK fanHJieJI 
6h!JI faJIHJiel! He r11ynee. 
OH aHa11, '!TO sepTHTCJI 3eM1111, 
HO y Hero 6h111a ceMhJI. 
11 OH, Ca)lJ!Ch c )KeHOH B Kapezy, 
cnepll!HB npe)laTeJihCTBO CBOe, 
C'IHTa.JI, '!TO )leJiaeT Kapbepy, 
a Me)l<Jly TeM ry6HJI ee. 
8a OC03HaHHe nJiaHeTbl 
/ HJieH OJlHH Ha pHCK, 
rt ~'. .. ~eJIHKHM OH ... BOT JTO -
ii nOHHMa!O - KapbepHCTI 
11TaK, )la 3)lpaBcTByeT Kapbepa, 
KOr)la Kapbepa TaKOBa, 
KaK y llieKCnHpa H IlacTepa, 
HbIOTOHa H To11cToro ... Jlbsa! 
3a'!eM Hx rpJI3b!O n0Kpbma11H? 
TaJiaHT- TaJiaHT, KaK HH KJleHMH. 
·3a6b1Thl Te, KTO npOKJIHHa.JIH, 
HO nOMJ!T Tex, KOro KJIJIJIH. 
Bee Te, KTO pBaJIHCh B crpaTOccl>epy, 
Bpa'IH, '!TO rH6JIH OT xo11ep, 
BOT 3TH )leJiaJIH Kapbepyl 
JI c Hx Kapbep 6epy npHMep! 
JI nep10 B HX CBJ!ryID Bepy. 
11x sepa - MYmeCTBO Moe. 
JI JleJia10 ce6e Kapbepy 
TeM, '!TO He :n.e11a10 ee! 
.. ~ 
,_, 
5. A career 
Galileo, the clergy maintained, 
was a pernicious and stubborn man. 
But time has a way of demonstrating 
the most stubborn are the most intelligent. 
In Galileo's day, a fellow scientist 
was no more stupid than Galileo. 
He was well aware the earth revolved, 
but he also had a large family to feed . 
Stepping into a carriage with his wife, 
after effecting his betrayal, 
he believed he was launching on a career, 
though he was undermining it in reality. 
Galileo alone had risked asserting 
the truth about our planet, 
and this made him a great man ... His was 
a genuine career as I understand it. 
I salute then a career, 
when the career is akin to 
that of a Shakespeare or Pasteur, 
a Newton or a Tolstoy - Leo! 
Why did people fling mud at them all? 
Talent speaks for itself, whatever the charges. 
We've forgotten the men who abused them, 
remember only the victims of slander. 
All who rushed into the stratosphere, 
the doctors who perished fighting cholera, 
were, all of them, men of career! 
I take their careers as my example! 
I believe in their sacred faith. 
Their faith is my very manhood. 
I shall therefore pursue my career 
by trying not to pursue one. 
Yevgeny Yevtushenko 
Translated by George Reavey (Nos. 1,2 4, 5) 
and Valeria Vlazinskaya (No. 3) 
PROGRAM NOTES 
This program, in pairing two such politically motivated, dramatic 
composers as Beethoven and Shostakovich, hardly qualifies as escapist 
entertainment. Both men lived in revolutionary times, identified themselves with 
the progressive forces of their respective eras, and suffered at least some of the 
outrages perpetrated by the powerful in their time and place. Beethoven 
witnessed the "glorious" French Revolution with it subsequent reign of terror, the 
Napoleonic dictatorship, and the Congress of Vienna, with its attempt to turn 
back the clock to the days of the divine rights of kings. Shostakovich may have 
been too young to fully grasp the Russian Revolutions in 1917, but he attained 
intimate knowledge of the Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin and later horrors as well as the 
German invasion and the struggle to repel the Nazis and rebuild afterwards. 
Both men remained very productive in the reasonably full lives their respective 
ages allowed them, Beethoven dying at 57, Shostakovich at 68. Both specialized 
in the composition of string quartets and symphonies central to their lives and 
artistic statements. Both wrote concertos for solo instrument and full orchestra 
that, in the vague way music states things, seem to depict the heroic individua .. .,. 
combating against the vicissitudes of life. Beethoven's greatness has long be~ 
settled issue-Shostakovich's ultimate status has still to be judged by posterity. 
Juxtapositions like the one this evening will help us all decide the matter, if not 
now, some day in a world at peace, in a true prosperity for all and in ecological 
balance; we have a long way to go to reach all three goals. 
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 3, Op. 37, in C minor, saw the light of day 
in 1799 or 1800, at the turn of a century humanity hoped would bring it new 
blessings without the old attendant curses. The premiere that year of Haydn's 
enormous seminal oratorio The Creation gave the time a millennial feeling not 
unlike ours. The new middle-class audience expected music to be impressive, to 
make important statements, to be as uplifting as a sacred work, but with a secular 
message and environment. Beethoven had sensed this desire and had striven to 
meet it in nearly every large work written since his permanent move to Vienna 
late in 1792. This piano concerto projects great power and virtuosity throughout, 
but in a "classic" milieu; the two later piano conc l~rtos, op. 58 and 73, would 
feature innovation on almost every page, while tlhis one sticks fairly closely to 
norms established by predecessors. 
Beethoven had, in his piano sonata in C minor, Op. 10 No. 1, followed up 
on techniques in Mozart's piano sonata in the same key, K. 475. With this 
concerto, he seems to be trying to recapture the mood and tone of Mozart's great 
C minor piano concerto, K. 491, except for its profligate employment of material. 
Each of Mozart's mature piano concertos uses enough musical motives and ideas 
to fill many Haydn or Beethoven symphonies; Ludwig had no sympathy for this 
multiplicity of motives and would exert extreme discipline to keep within his 
usual material limitations in each of these three movements, though not quite so 
· drastically as in the Symphony No. 5, Op. 67, the apex of restraint in the dark key of 
C minor! 
The first movement begins with the traditional, by now old-fashioned 
long orchestral introduction that amounts to a full proleptic exposition of the ' 
themes the piano soloist will soon feature, and in the same transpositions as th .... ' 
solo exposition. The solo entrance begins with flourishes signaling a possible 
change of material or emphasis, but this does not happen, and the unfolding of 
ideas previously stated proceeds in a remarkably predictable manner. Within 
both tutti and solo statements, short developmental passages on the opening 
ascending arpeggio occur and recur, so that the actual progress into the 
development section cannot be easily detected-once well underway, however, it 
uses all the sonic tools equivalent to shuffling a deck of cards, so much so in fact, 
that one feels oneself yearning for a return to tonal and thematic stability. This 
recapitulation finally comes about as a fortissimo climax, and seems unequivocal; 
Beethoven will then excise so much subsequent thematic and bridge material, 
however, that one can't help but momentarily wonder whether this putative 
recapitulation has actually been a false episode in an excessively lengthy, 
continuous development. This worry soon dispels, as the second theme enters in 
C major, rather than the E-flat of the exposition. From this moment until the 
grand climactic cadenza, everything proceeds normally; after the cadenza, the 
only unusual feature seems to be the way that the piano soloist leads, carrying the 
texture right to the final chord . Otherwise, its flow sounds so normal to us that, 
though we know its first audience found it bewildering, we find that hard to 
heli~' now. Its unrelenting focus makes it unsettling, but its form and content 
f ery little that advances beyond the first movements of the first two piano 
con<:<= 'os, op. 19 and 15 (the one with the higher opus number, though published 
second, actually antedated the other). 
The slow movement's amazing virtuosity and concentration on the most 
hyper-romantic expression by the soloist has no precedent in any concerto, even 
by Beethoven's wildest contemporaries, John Field, Johann Baptist Cramer, and 
Jan Ladislas Dussek. From the moment Beethoven arrived in Vienna, he achieved 
notoriety as an improviser; by 1800, his ability in this aspect of his musicianship 
had come to be regarded as peer less. While we think of Beethoven as a composer 
who polished and repolished his
1
work until he had it exactly right, with not one 
note too many or too few, the de::criptions of him as an improviser stress his 
ability with ornaments and filigree work. I am not alone in thinking that this 
movement may be a kind of written-out improvisation in his super-sensitive 
manner filled with, for him, unusual combinations of short rhythmic values. No 
words can fairly encapsulate the literally thousands of twist and turns the soloist's 
path takes. The orchestra remains ancillary almost throughout, save for one 
seminal passage at the return of the opening material, where the soloist can catch 
his breath. The startling key of the movement (E major rather than the usual E-
flat) helps to mark it off as a unique inner structure featuring fresh ideas, fresh 
tones, and an enormously complex as well as fresh inner rhythm. For all its sense 
of warmth, tenderness and intimacy, this remains the most revolutionary 
movement of the three; it has always sounded freest to me, within its ternary 
structure, as it progresses like a deeply felt stream of consciousness. 
The rondo finale of this concerto has served as a model for rondo form in 
more college music classrooms than one can count. Its clearly marked-off 
sections, its straightforward A-B-A-C-A-B-A structure, its fairly normal 
modulation plan, its choice of building dramatic places NOT at the breakaway 
f'~ ts of the form, but at the retransitions back to each A section, its balance of solo 
;: ,;:~'. ·with the former generally leading and the latter following-all make it 
the i.;.. ate model of the classic rondo finale . Only the final A section, which 
jarringly changes from minor to parallel major, and simultaneously transforms 
the 2/ 4 idea to 6/8, seems unusual. The way it sweeps the listener to the end 
takes his breath away in a special way that can only be crafted by Beethoven. 
Yet, when the concerto ends, so solidly do the first and third movements 
serve as pillars holding up the whole that the second movement produces the 
most contrastingly profound and moving effect-at the same time, while one can 
leave the concert whistling or humming several themes from the outer 
movements, the ideas in the middle movement resist exact recollection, like the 
remembrance of the details of the appearance of flowers in a long-since discarded 
bouquet. 
Dmitri Shostakovich employed his total of fifteen string quartets and, 
coincidentally, fifteen symphonies as chapters in an autobiography of pain and 
suffering, only partially tempered by hope for redemption. They tell of an 
individual swallowed up by the collective, impotent to affect the way his life, the 
lives of those close to him, and those of his countrymen proceed. The tone colors 
of his work move from equivalents of deep purple to blue-black of dried blood; 
happy times come few and far between-even his scherzos sound bitter, sardonic 
and ultimately lacking in any semblance of hope. As a professional often 
commissioned to write film scores, he came up with happy moods when . //-!'· '. . 
necessary, but rarely does one encounter a movement or even an extended ~ _ 
passage of pure joy in either the quartets or symphonies. The one possible 
exception, his Symphony No. 9, Op. 70, which appeared soon after World War II, 
endured criticism from many of his countrymen for its apparent levity, but 
behind its happy face lurked a sneer, derived from a sense that victory in the war 
would not improve the people's lot; this turned out to be an accurate prophecy. 
Shostakovich's Second, Third, Seventh, Eleventh and Twelfth 
symphonies each celebrate an episode in the development of the Soviet State in a 
deeply equivocal manner that makes each sound like a coded message, a clue he 
sent to his countrymen about the way he hoped their lives would improve. The 
putative subject might be the battle of Leningrad, but the real text concerned the 
future of those who lived on afterwards. Communist Party Censors felt 
something of this tendency towards double meanings, but never seemed to have 
enough evidence to convict him once and for all, punishing him fully and 
decisively, as they had so many others. 
Many Shostakovich specialists now work on analyzing his music, both in 
the West and in Russia, but I predict that it will be a long time before we know 
enough to do more than speculate about the possible subcutaneous aspects of his 
work. One thing we now know that we did not thirty years ago: that the 
symphonies of Gustav Mahler, particularly the ones with vocal soloists and 
chorus, served as models for a good deal of his work; his library contains Mahler 
scores that he annotated with care, but the annotations have yet to be thoroughly 
studied and / or evaluated. We can assert with some confidence that the aesthetic 
stance of Das Lied von der Erde haunted Shostakovich, especially after 1960, and 
that several of his late orchestral songs, Op. 143a, 145a, etc., as well as the 
Symphony No. 13, and the even more impressive Symphony No. 14 owe more to the 
philosophical musings of T'ang Dynasty poet monks and Mahler's resuscitatior ' 
their voices than they can ever repay. 
The poetry on which the 13th Symphony rests, as well as the music .. . . , 
appeared at an awkward time in Soviet history. Premiere and Party Secretary 
Nikita Khrushchev had gently ousted Nikolai Bulganin out of power and initiated 
-
a so-called cultural "thaw." Artists in all media received a clear signal of 
encouragement to express themselves without fear of reprisal. Some such thaws 
had occurred previously, and each had been followed by renewed oppression, so 
that many in the artistic community did not trust this promise. Among those who 
attempted to exploit this situation most fully, the poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko 
brought forth several bluntly critical works, for which he did suffer reprisal, 
especially when Leonid Brezhnev and Andrei Kosygin precipitously replaced 
Khrushchev. But the unrelieved horrors of Stalin's time never recurred and artists 
could duel with the government and the party with somewhat reduced risk. 
Yevtushenko has always been a controversial figure in Russia, as well as 
among Russian emigres. Instead of taking sides about him, I refer the reader to 
his revealing, eloquent essay, "Being famous isn't pretty," available in English in 
his collection of poetry called Stolen Apples (1971). Joseph Brodsky opposed him, 
Harrison Salisbury admires him, few have been neutral about him, and 
Yevtushenko himself never seems to be neutral about anything. His poetry 
avoids obscure allusion, and in its clarity forms a central part of his socio-political 
.... ,.,advocacy-and he comments about nearly everything he contacts. Some poems 
. ·;r too blunt to be poems, or at least to be worthy of a message conveyed in that 
'·.. m, but Russia continues to suffer in the post-cold-war era, and it needs to 
hear, to truly listen to, and to take to its heart challenging criticism if it is to 
survive and improve. He has regularly commented on the West, and his poem 
Satchmo is a special favorite of mine. His presence at this concert reminds us of 
the relevance of his life and work to us and to the future that we must make 
before it devours us; he honors us, but even more, he informs and warns us that 
we can make ourselves extinct without hardly trying. 
Shostakovich based each of the five movements of his 13th Symphony on 
five of Yevtushenko's most explicitly negative criticisms, of which Babi Yar comes 
first. The others distance their subjects from Babi Yar, and for this reason, I have 
, always thought of the whole as a Yevtushenko Symphony rather than simply as 
, Babi Yar. Shostakovich would, by the way, go on to set as a cantata Yevtushenko's 
Execution of Stenka Razin, a celebration of the rebellious spirit of a famous Cossack 
leader, and would study many more Yevtushenko poems as potential vehicles for 
musical setting. 
Babi Yar tells a particularly horrible story of a massacre in a northwest 
suburb of Kiev by Germans on September 29•h and 30'h, 1941. It involved a 
minimum of 70,000 Jews and some others. When the Germans later had to retreat 
from Kiev, they tried to obliterate evidence of this event, but neither they nor later 
Soviet attempts to erase its memory succeeded. A dam built to cover up the area 
collapsed on March 13, 1961, killing and burying hundreds of people in mud, as 
well as uncovering old skeletons. Yevtushenko identifies with the victims, for 
they have been an important part of Russian history and cultural life since the 
break-up of the ancient Khazar kingdom by the Romanovs. As he says: "I possess 
no Jewish blood, but all anti-Semites must now hate me as a Jew; for that reason I 
am a true Russian!" 
The second poem, Humor, glories in all those through history who 
; : ssed a vital sense of hypocrisy and injustice, who fight it with satire, with 
ir· . , with gallows humor, and the courage it takes to thumb one's nose at those 
in power. Humor can't be commissioned, controlled, imprisoned or killed, for it 
always returns . Even the humorist cannot take himself too seriously, or someone 
else will tweak his beak. This long poem may be taken as a hymn of praise to 
every fabulist since Aesop (and the Russians have produced many, most notably 
Krilov and Saltikoc- Shchedrin), every poet-sage and Socratic mind, and even of 
the author himself, who's "accustomed to frowning looks, but they do him no 
harm." 
The third poem, At the store, pays the most sincere and deep tribute to the 
stoic and brave Russian women who have suffered the hardships of life in the 
cruelest, coldest of environments, and keep all of Russian society together. I need 
hardly comment on the text for it explains itself most clearly of all the poems in 
the symphony. My parents were both born in Shtetls near Kiev, and told me often 
of the hardships of life there before the revolution. It did not improve afterwards, 
and only the strength and patience of Russia's women allowed it to survive. I 
cannot read this poem without weeping invisible tears, the bitterest of all. 
The fourth poem, Fears, warns of the possible return of the horrors of the 
past, and the dangers of forgetting them. Yevtushenko sees complacency and lies 
all about him and worries that the lessons of the past, frightful as they have been, 
will be lost on new generations. He worries greatly about this, as his last four 
lines testify: 
And as I write these lines-
And I am in too great a haste at times-
! have only one fear when writing them: 
The fear of not writing with all my power. 
The final poem, A career, celebrates those like Galileo who put truth 
ahead of success, as against another scientist of the time who understood the truth 
but had a family to feed. Today's environmental scientists stand in the very same 
position, challenging a status quo that will not accept the special dangers and 
challenges of our time. Neither global warming, water or air pollution, 
overpopulation, the destruction of the climate in the rain forests of Brazil, the 
deserts of North Africa, or the Antarctic tundra convince them to halt their 
destructive pursuits. The true careerist strives for Veritas, truth to its innermost 
parts, against those who lack vision. In the distance between the search for truth 
and the pursuit of selfish ideals, we see the gap between Yevtushenko and Ayn 
Rand. Science, research, scholarship, cannot wait for tli.e slothful communist 
dunces or the wasteful capitalist plutocrats to realize their errors, for things now 
happen with such speed that we could lose the planet before they wake up. (None 
of this may actually be in the poem, but a writer of program notes needs to be 
allowed some license.) 
The poems and the symphony both enjoyed immediate popular success 
but soon suffered attack by Stalinists in the bureaucracy, and performances on 
December 18, 1962, February 10, 1963 (revised to meet official objections), and 
November 20, 1965, would be the only ones heard in Russia for nearly a decade. 
Eugene Ormandy performed and recorded the work with the Philadelphia 
Orchestra in 1970, and this led the way to its finding partisans in the West while it 
continued to languish in the Soviet Union. "Official suspicion" about the work / ·:-:-.,; 
lingered on so long as the Soviet government held power. Even now, it has lost ' 
sense of utility, for most Russians see hope for the future, not a revisiting of the',_ 
terrors of the past. 
Italian, French, German or English cantatas or choral symphonies feature 
melodic text setting. While recitative passages exist, the central portions of such 
pieces feature numbers that could be called arias, ariosi, ballades, lieder, or 
melodies: in other words, movements memorable for the contour of their melodic 
shape. Shostakovich's late vocal music with orchestra rarely even strives for this 
effect, clinging to both solo and choral recitative in the manner of Dargomizhski 
and Moussorgsky. This impresses Russian speakers as homage to the Great 
Mother Tongue, but can be somewhat tiring for a listener who does not 
understand Russian. In Western music, the texts to be set tend to be quite brief, 
with frequent word repetition set to music that attempts to enhance each 
reiteration in a slightly different manner so as to bring out every nuance of the 
text. The poems in the 13th symphony, not the usual lyrical fare but originally 
meant to be read rather than sung, are so lengthy that they must proceed largely 
without the clarification of verbal repetition. 
The symphony casts the five poems in three large sections: the first 
,fl e movement sets the title poem Babi Yar; the second sets Humor, but the 
thtr -... ets the last three of these poems in attacca portions: At the store, Fears and A 
career link arms as they paint a bleak picture of past, present and a potential 
future . I detect little cyclic musical material migrating from one movement to 
another, and though the mood and tempo of each tends to be contrasting with the 
others, a dark brown patina covers them all, making them sound surprisingly 
alike. The text and mood thus imparts unity to the symphony, and nothing the 
music does can challenge that unity. 
The musical style of setting the text extends a tradition begun by 
Aleksandr Dargomizhski and Modest Moussorgsky in the 19th century. Unlike 
his predecessors, who created a melodic language falling somewhere between 
•aria or song and recitative, Shostakovich seems to be exploring a subterranean 
world between recitative and outright recitation. Even Schonberg's infamous 
Sprechstimme seems to have more melodic-motivic interest that the vocal lines 
here, which bow in deepest homage to the text. At some moments, the words 
become so clear that the tones behind them lose focus. Musical ideas do come 
forward and flow in the orchestral background, but they remain greatly 
restrained as if to avoid any sense of obtrusiveness. The music comments in an 
unmistakably Shostakovich manner largely in preludes, interludes, or postludes 
rather than in the vocal portions: No other large-scale work by this composer 
behaves in this way; the Symphony No. 14 displays grand melodic invention, 
though its subject hovers consistently around death. It seems to me that 
Shostakovich decided in the 13th to pay due deference to the young poet whose 
words inspired him to an act of courage he had not attempted since 1934. He, 
himself, had lived in fear for so long that he strove to find the sunlight of freedom, 
even though it finally becomes illusory. I celebrate the courage of both artists, 
though I still wonder about the force of the music-maybe I can reach some sense 
•f judgment about that by 2030, if I live that long. 
-Joel Sheveloff 
Professor of Music 
Boston University School for the Arts 
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DAVID HOOSE 
Professor of Music at the Boston University School for the Arts, David Hoose is 
Director of Orchestral Activities and Conductor of the Boston University 
Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Hoose is also music director of three distinguished 
organizations: the Cantata Singers & Ensemble and Collage New Music (both of 
Boston) and the Tallahassee Symphony Orchestra. He has appeared as guest 
conductor of the Singapore Symphony Orchestra, Saint Louis Symphony 
Orchestra, Utah Symphony Orchestra, Boston Symphony Chamber Players, 
Korean Broadcasting System Symphony Orchestra (KBS), Orchestra Regionale 
Toscana (Italy), Handel & Haydn Society, and the June Opera Festival of New 
Jersey. Mr. Hoose has conducted the Emmanuel Chamber Orchestra, Pro Arte 
Chamber Orchestra, Chorus Pro Musica, Back Bay Chorale, American-Soviet 
Festival Orchestra (all of Boston), as well as the Quad City Symphony, Ann Arbor 
Symphony, Cayuga Chamber Orchestra, and the New Hampshire, Warebrook, 
and Tanglewood Music Festivals. He has also been a guest conductor at the 1 ~ 
Eastman School of Music, the Shepherd School of Music at Rice University, th~ " 
University of.Southern California School of Music, and the New England 
Conservatory. 
Mr. Hoose has been a recipient of the ASCAP Chorus America Award for 
Adventuresome Programming (with the Cantata Singers & Ensemble), has been 
recognized as Musician of the Year by the Boston Globe, and has been a recipient, 
as a member of the Emmanuel Wind Quintet, of the Walter Naumburg Award for 
Chamber Music. As a fellowship conducting student at the Tanglewood Music 
Center, he was recipient of the Dmitri Mitropoulos Award. Mr. Hoose's 
recordings appear on the Koch, Nonesuch, Delos, CRI, GunMar, and New World . 
labels. 
ANTHONY DIBONAVENTURA 
Anthony di Bonaventura, known around the world for his championship of new 
music and his dedication to the classics, has performed in 27 countries in recital 
and with such major orchestras as the Boston Symppony Orchestra, New York 
Philharmonic, Philadelphia Orchestra, Chicago Symphony, Royal Philharmonic, 
and Vienna Symphony. He has appeared in the Great Performances Series at 
Lincoln Center and the festivals of Ann Arbor, Saratoga, Bergen (Norway), Graz 
(Austria), Spoleto and Lucca (Italy), Zagreb (Yugoslavia), Donaueschingen 
(Germany) and Almeida (England). During his second tour of Australia and New 
Zealand, he was the soloist for the concerts which opened the famed Sydney 
Opera House. 
Many of the most distinguished composers of our time - Gybrgy Ligeti, 
Luciano Berio, Alberto Ginastera, Milko Kelemen, and Vincent Persichetti - have 
written works especially for Anthony di Bonaventura, and he has performed the 
world premieres of each of the compositions: Ligeti's Concerto for Piano, Austri- f ) 
1986, (American premiere with the Saint Louis Symphony with Leonard Slatk t)'· 
Ginastera's Piano Sonata No. 2, Ann Arbor, 1992; Berio's Points on the Curve to 
Find ... , Germany, 1975; Persichetti's Piano Concerto, Dartmouth Festival, 1968. 
--
In 1991, Mr. di Bonaventura performed the Netherlands premiere of 
Witold Lutoslawski's Piano Concerto with the composer conducting, followed by 
performances also conducted by Lutoslawski with the Boston Symphony, Polish 
National Radio Symphony and San Francisco Symphony in 1993, on the occasion 
of the composer's 80th birthday. 
Mr. di Bonaventura has recorded for the Columbia (Sony Classical), RCA, 
Connoisseur Society (IN-SYNC), Sine Qua Non and Titanic record labels. His 
recording of the Debussy Eludes has been described by the Boston Globe as "one 
of the wonders of the world." His latest releases include fourteen Scarlatti 
Sonatas and the complete Rachmaninoff Preludes and an all-Chopin disc for 
Titanic. 
Acknowledged as a master teacher of international stature, Mr. di 
Bonaventura is Professor of Music and Chairman of the Piano Department at 
Boston University School for the Arts and Founder-Director of the Piano Institute 
at Colby College in Maine. He has given masterclasses at many institutions 
including UCLA, University of Michigan, Eastman School of Music, Brigham 
Yov University, North Carolina School for the Arts, University of Toronto, 
)1 ity of Texas, Tulane University, and the Yamaha School in Singapore. 
Mr. di Bonaventura began his piano studies at the age of three, gave his 
first professional concert at the age of four, won a scholarship to New York's 
Music School Settlement at six, and appeared as a soloist with the New York 
Philharmonic at thirteen. At sixteen, he became the pupil of the celebrated 
Russian teacher, Madame Isabelle Vengerova, and later entered the Curtis 
Institute from which he graduated with the highest honors. Enthusiastic acclaim 
by critics and audiences alike came early in his career. After his Washington 
debut, Paul Hume of the Washington Post wrote, "He can stand with the great 
players of Mozart's keyboard music." His brilliant performances in an early 
,European tour led to his selection by Otto Klemperer to perform the complete 
Jleethoven Concerti at the London Beethoven Festival. 
SANFORD SYLVAN 
From Schubert's Die Schone Miillerin to the operas of John Adams, American 
baritone Sanford Sylvan displays a remarkable range of vocal expression and 
communicative power. On the concert stage and in recordings, his radiantly 
pure, lyric tone, clarity of diction and profound understanding of both words and 
music speak directly and intimately to his audience. 
Deeply committed to the art of the vocal recital, Mr. Sylvan and his long-
time collaborator, pianist David Breitman, have performed extensively 
throughout the United States and Europe, in major venues in London, New York, 
Washington, Boston, Philadelphia and San Francisco. Their recitals and 
recordings have earned exceptional praise from critics and audiences, including 
three Grammy nominations for Best Classical Vocal Performance. 
In the realm of opera, Mr. Sylvan is an acclaimed Mozartean. His portrayals of 
.. if!~-- in Le Nozze di Figaro and Don Alfonso in Cos fan tutte have been seen 
in., tionally, including PBS "Great Performances." He has been much 
acclaimed for the role of Leoprello in Don Giovanni, which he sang for his 
Glyndebourne Festival debut 1994 and with New York City Opera. Sanford 
Sylvan has become closely associated with the productions of renowned directors: 
Peter Sellars in works of John Adams, Mozart and Stravinsky; Robert Wilson in 
Virgil Thomson's Four Saints in Three Acts as well as Sir Peter Hall and Andrei 
Serban. He has developed longstanding relationships with major composers who 
have written for him: John Adams' Nixon in China (Chou En-Lai), the title role of 
The Death of Klinghoffer and The Wound Dresser; and numerous works of John 
Harbison. He was in the US premiere of The Lighthouse by Peter Maxwell Davies, 
the world premiere of Philip Glass' The Juniper Tree, and sang Sir Michael 
Tippett's The Ice Break at the BBC Proms, recorded for Virgin Classics. In June and 
December 1999 he had an important success in Peter Sellar's production of 
"Biblical Pieces" for Netherlands Opera at the Holland Festival singing 
Stravinsky's Abraham & Isaac . 1999 also marked his third season with New York 
City Opera, appearing as The King in Handel's Ariodante. 
Sanford Sylvan has performed with many of the leading orchestras of the 
world including the New York Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, Cleveland 
Orchestra, Los Angeles Philharmonic, San Francisco Symphony, Baltimore 
Symphony, St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, Royal Concertgebouworkest, Londc ~ 
Symphony, the Tonhalle Orchestra of Zurich, Academy of Ancient Music, 
Melbourne Symphony, Australian Chamber Orchestra and the NHK ijapanese 
Broadcasting Corporation) Symphony. He has collaborated with conductors such 
as Simon Rattle, Christoph von Dohnanyi, Herbert Blomstedt, Christopher 
Hogwood, Kent Nagano, Bruno Weil, Roger Norrington, and Edo De Waart. In 
October 1999, with the Los Angeles Philharmonic he premiered Steven Stucky's 
American Muse, commissioned for him and conducted by Esa Pekka Salonen. 
January 2000 brought the premiere of World Wheel by Andy Yores with the 
Cantata Singers in Boston. Spring 2000 brought his first Beethoven 9th Symphony 
with the Stavanger Symphony Orchestra under Bruno Weil, his debut with the 
Detroit Symphony, and the premiere of an important new song cycle by Jorge 
Martin, The Glass Hammer, in New York City and Carnegie Hall's Weill Recital 
Hall. 
Sylvan's festival appearances have included the Edinburgh, Tanglewood, 
Vienna, Holland, Schleswig-Holstein and Ojai. He eerforms annually at the 
Carmel Bach Festival and the New England Bach Festival. As a chamber 
musician he has performed, toured and recorded with the Chamber Music Society 
of Lincoln Center, Music from Marlboro, Ensemble Sequentia, Emmanuel Music 
and The Boston Symphony Chamber Players with whom he recorded John 
Harbison's Words from Paterson. 
Sanford Sylvan's recordings are known throughout the world and appear 
on the Nonesuch, Decca, Harmonia Mundi, Musicmasters, Bridge, Koch, Virgin 
Classics, New World, and CRI labels. A Grammy and Emmy Award winner for 
his role in John Adams' Nixon in China, he has received Grammy nominations for 
his recordings with David Breitman, L'Horizon Chimerique, which features 
chansons of Gabriel Faure, Beloved That Pilgrimage, a program of American SOP"''·, 
with music by Barber, Copland and Chanler, and for John Adams' The Wounc. ·. ~ 
Dresser. 
YEVGENY YEVTUSHENKO 
Yevgeny Yevtushenko was born in 1933 in Zima Junction, Siberia. His first poem 
was published in 1949 and his first book in 1952. He was expelled from the 
Young Communist League and the Gorky Literary Institute for his 
"individualism" in 1957, but his early poems were praised by Pasternak, Carl 
Sandburg and Robert Frost. Before the appearance of Solzhenitsyn, Sakharov and 
other dissidents on the Russian political stage, his poetry became the first lonely 
voice against Stalinism. 
Beginning in 1960 he became the first Russian poet to break the Iron 
Curtain and to recite his poetry in the West, where he was befriended by Pablo 
Picasso, Max Ernst, Henry Moore, Federico Fellini, John Steinbeck, Graham 
Green, Heinrich Boll, T.S. Eliot, and Gabriel Garcia Marquez. He recited his 
poetry in Madison Square Garden, Lincoln Center, Carnegie Hall, the Opera di 
Roma, and the Bolshoi Theater. 
In 1961 he published his sensational poem against anti-semitism-"Babi 
Yar." The great Russian composer Dmitri Shostakovich created his 131h 
Symphony based on "Babi Yar" and other Yevtushenko poems. At the risk of 
rr' nd repression Yevtushenko protested many times against dissidents' trials 
in ' · . SSR, against the Soviet ihvasion of Czechoslovakia, wrote a bitter poem 
about the war in Afghanistan, and campaigned for the release of the imprisoned 
Vaclav Havel. Together with Andrei Sakharov, Yevtushenko was one of the 
founders of the first Russian anti-Stalinist association "Memorial." 
From 1988 to 1991 Yevtushenko served as a member of the first freely 
elected Parliament of the USSR where he fought against censorship and other 
restrictions. He recited his poetry from the balcony of the Russian White House 
before two hundred-thousand defenders of freedom during the attempted coup 
d'etat by right-wing leaders in 1991. 
In 1991 Yevtushenko receive.cl the highest honor the American Jewish 
,Committee has to bestow-the American Liberties Medallion " ... for exceptional 
~dvancement of the principles of human liberty." In Russia he received the 
Defenders of Freedom Medal, given to those who were on the barricades. In his 
congratulatory letter on this occasion President Yeltsin wrote: "Your innate, 
multifaceted talent arose brightly in the now distant years of the 'thaw.' Civic 
consciousness then played a huge role in the spiritual liberation and awakening of 
the people of Russia." However when Yevtushenko was invited to the Kremlin 
on December 29, 1994 to receive from Yeltsin's hands the highest Russian 
decoration "The Order of Friendship Between Peoples" he publicly refused to 
accept it because of the bloodshed in Chechnya. 
Yevtushenko divides his time between Russia and the United States, lecturing in 
American universities. He is an honorary citizen of many American cities, 
including Atlanta, New Orleans, Mobile, Oklahoma City, and Tulsa. He has 
toured 94 countries, and his works have been translated into 72 languages. 
Among his American translators are James Dickey, John Updike, Stanley Kunitz, 
Richard Wilbur, and Allen Ginsberg. He is an honorary member of the American 
i\cademy of Arts and Letters and a member of the European Academy of Arts 
ncl · nces. He is the Poet Laureate of Russia. In 1998, he received the Russian 
"Er. . ,"the "Orpheus," for the best cultural television show, dedicated to poetry. 
In 1999 he was named Poet in Residence of the Walt Whitman House Museum. 
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